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The Elden Ring Full Crack is a new fantasy action RPG developed by tri-Ace and released on
September 30th. Up to 30 people will be in your group to form an unofficial guild and battle using the
cooperative multiplayer function (please note that the online function is still under development).
FEATURES: A Vast World You can freely roam the vast world, comprising open fields with a variety of
situations, and huge dungeons with complex and three-dimensional design. A World Perfect for
Freeform Exploration Explore a vast world that has been born from the imagination of our developers
with a state of continuous development in mind. A New Environment with Strong Character Strong
feelings of tension and mystery are further heightened through unique and diverse elements that
include light wind, ominous darkness, and a great breadth of scenery. A Multilayered Story The story
of the Lands Between is told in fragments in a multilayered way, and you can choose what part of it
you want to see. A Multitude of Action In the midst of the exciting action, characters are offered a
number of various role-playing elements such as quests, equipment management, and crafting. ■
STORY A man fights with fire and searches for his own way. An ordinary man who is only an average
human with a calling to serve as a kind of protector rises from his ordinary life. A world beckons, and
a grand story begins. ■ EQUIPMENT MANAGEMENT You can freely adjust your equipment while
playing to enhance your role-playing experience. A wide range of equipment items to select from ■
ACTION You can freely select the action you want to perform at any time. A variety of actions to
choose from ■ PLAY MODE You will be able to play a variety of other role-playing games in the same
world. You can combine action and role-playing elements to create your own play style. ■ WORLD
GUIDE Screenshots, background information, hints on items, and other relevant information related
to the Lands Between ■ STORIES Our latest news, character information, and player videos ■
TEACHER SYSTEM We are still developing the teaching tools to improve the quality of online play and
give you the best experience. ■ SOCIAL FUNCTIONS Coming soon ■ CONTENT The lands between is
a new fantasy action RPG from tri-Ace developed by tri-Ace. You can choose the action, role-playing
elements,

Features Key:
Customizable Fantasy World Craft worlds with unique layouts. Various places and situations exist.
Craft dungeons with complex and unique landscapes including roof gardens and massive plains.
Then, fashion your own castle, forge the weapon that best suits your current level, and equip
yourself with an unusual weapon. Pick the scenes that you will use in battle and plot the order in
which those scenes occur. To complete certain scenes as “foreshadowings”, you can order the
enemy to spawn while you’re away from the castle.
Powerful Customization A variety of components can be equipped when crafting, and many
combinations to make an original item exist. The most beautiful super weapon can be made with the
iron tools, Smithing skills, and combinations of weapons and armor. Equipping powerful items
imbues powerful effects.
An Epic Drama The story revolves around protagonist Tarnished, an adventurer who has lost her
memories, and a mysterious guild master who is walking alone with an unidentified staff. A
multilayered drama unfolds in the story of an epic fantasy tale that becomes more intriguing as you
play.
FRIENDSHIP MEETS ACTION. Use the Shear of Memories to make the journey across the lands. The story will
unfold as you create your own world, with your own distinctive story, and with the power of “Shadow”, a
mysterious weapon you can use to traverse time.
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Hey, development team is currently in the certification process and I had left the Elden Ring review a bit
early. There will be delays, but we’re going to make up for it when we release the PC version of Elden Ring
(a screenshot of this will be given later).
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